A bootstrap of a diffractive Pomeranchuk singularity which gives rise to constant total cross sections is carried out in the framework of a multiperiphexal model for particle production in which the Pomeranchuk singularity is exchanged at most once. The results for multiplicity distributions and inclusive experiments are presented and contrasted with those of multi-Pomeranchukon-exchange models in order to provide tests for the nature of the Pomeranchuk singularity. In this diffractive model the single-particle spectrum has a limiting distribution at high energies, but does not have pionization. As a consequence, the average multiplicity, n, is asymptotically constant. A set of coupled nonlinear integral equations for the Pomeranchukon residue functions are derived and solutions axe presented which explicitly exhibit factorization. The model predicts that the elastic contribution saturates unitarity at t = -0.6 GeV, where the I" Regge trajectory passes through zero.
(2.3)
Here P"P"P, ', P"' In order to demonstrate that a fixed-pole diffractive Pomeranchukon bootstraps itself, let us now consider specific contributions to the absorptive part of the elastic scattering amplitude, A(s, t), at high energies. The unitarity condition tells us that the n-particle-production contribution is given by d"(s, s)=~f dd"T, "Tsk (P, sP, -P', P, '), -(2.2)
(2.5) while the n-particle production contribution is 
where XT"(P2;k"I.. . .T. k")T"*(P~;k"2, . . . , k")6 (P', +P~P, -P2),
- (2.6) and where we have explicity displayed the factorization property of our multiperipheral amplitude in its dependence on the momenta of the left-and right-hand particles. J3(t,) are the Pomeranchukon residue 'functions and 'Z'is the square of the. Regge propagator for the fixed Pomeranchukon pole, where A""""(s, t)= P gA'"""(s,t). (2.14) defining the boundary of integration to be b. (t, t"t ) 0. The factors p(t, ) and p(t ) provide sufficiently rapid damping in t, 'and t Previous studies"' " of the single-particle spectrum have been made of the diagram in Fig. 4 , where 3, , and A"are forward absorptive parts. For simplicity, we let s, =s,"=1GeV . Taking the strong-ordering limit Z = (s/s")so, substituting u=ln(s"/s, "), and integrating over t, we obtain where in the strong-ordering limit Z -(s/s"sl)sn'. If we set sb=s~-I Gev', perform the integration over t, and substitute u"=ln(s"/sn), u, =ln(s, /sn), we get G bg trrb)n-2G 2 t tns lns-a" &centra)(S) -attr MS rs As an application, we will study the multiplicity distribution in pp collisions by assuming the produced particles to be p mesons which subsequently decay into pion pairs. We further make the simplification that G "' = g' and C« = C "~= C»" Sum- The bootstrap equations for the Pomeranchukon residues will be nonlinear integral equations, as can be seen from Fig. 1(b) . If we assume that pion exchange dominates in coupling to internal Pomeranchukons, ' then the amplitude for the Pomeranchukon exchange is proportional to the product of two Pomeranchukon residues, such as p",(t, )IS"(t ) for the central diagram, and this is used to give an output residue p"(t).
The bootstrap equations are derived from the unitarity relation, Eq. (2.12), by doing the integrals over s, and s". We define residues y, (t; t"t ) of the fragmentation absorptive parts by s) A, (s"t;t"t ) = --' y, (t;t"t ) For a given f(t), we can find the appropriat'e y, (t) from EII. (6.12).
We shall examine two cases for y, (t) . The first is the one which gives an exponential solution for the residues f(t) =e"t'. This gives, from E(I.
(6.9), k(t)=(16]Ia) Ie"~', and therefore re(luires a form for y (t) and y"(t) from E(ls. (6.12a)-(6.12c) and (6.11): y, (t)= We '"-1, o""=o, '(16] 
and make use of the identity Fig. 1(b) and Eqs.
(6.1), (6.7) we see that the inelastic contributions to unitarity, A;""(s, t) =A(s, t) -A"(s,t), are proportional to the absorptive part of the P' residue function. We expect that the ghost-eliminating mechanism in Regge theory would give y(t, ) =0, when n. (t,) =0. In fact, Eqs. (6.14), which are only expected to be valid for small t, actually imply a zero for y(t). Experimentally, t, =-0.6 GeV'.
At t =t, then, the elastic contribution in Eq. (6.7) should completely saturate unitarity. In Fig. 8 , we plot A(s, t) and A"(s,t) derived from an exponential parametrization of p-P elastic scattering at 21 GeV/c. The difference ' =1+ 2R2t+O(t2) -= e"t'=I+ , at+0-(t'), R(-t)2t2 (6.24) where 4'' = 16ma.
The solutions examined above all had the same t dependence for the residues p", p,N, and AN. We also examined the possibility of a different exponential t dependence for each of these residues, GeV ', this gives t = -0.65 GeV', in 
